
 Installation instructions/User instructions

SAVE THESE INSTRUCTIONS

Fulfils the requirements 
of NEK 400:2014

Mkomfy 2G R-T 25A
 Panel-installed cooker guard relay

Mkomfy set with sensor and relay 
is supplied ready paired and ready for use 
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Microsafe Mkomfy is a safety product from CTM Lyng AS. 
The product assumes normal care in the use of the cooker 
and suitable cooking implements. A cooker should never be 
left unattended during use, even if safety equipment such as 
Mkomfy is installed. 

Timer function
When the cooker is in use, Mkomfy will detect heat on the hob and 
an integral timer will start up. After 2 hours of use the power supply 
will be cut off. This is to prevent any overheating and risk of fire if the 
cooker is forgotten or left with the elements turned on. During the final 
5 minutes of the 2-hour period (or 12 hours, see page 3), Mkomfy will 
emit a sound signal every 5 seconds. If it is wished to use the hob for 
more than 2 hours, pressing the function button will extend the user 
time by an extra 30 minutes. This may be repeated when a further sound 
signal is heard. 

Anti-tamper function
If the sensor is removed from its bracket, a safety function is activated 
and cuts off the power to the cooker. On activation, the sensor will beep 
once a second for 5 seconds, before disconnecting the cooker. 
To start the cooker, replace the sensor in the bracket and press the 
function button (short press).

Over-heating
If the cooker hob is in danger of over-heating, Mkomfy will emit a triple 
sound signal every 5 seconds. If the function button is operated by 
pressing it within 40 seconds of the first alarm, the sound signal will be 
turned off for 5 minutes in order to give you time to reduce the cooker 
temperature. If the sound signal is not turned off, power supply will cut 
out 40 seconds after the first sound signal. To re-activate the power 
supply after cut-out, press the function button.

User information

Do visit us on
www.ctmlyng.no/komfyrvakt 

or scan the QR code on the right with your 
smart phone for more information and 

documentation regarding the cooker guard. 
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Changing the user time
The user time can be altered from 2 hours (standard) to 
12 hours. This is done by holding in the function button at 
the end of the sensor (see illustration below) for 10 seconds. 
The sensor will acknowledge this with two short sound signals. 
If it is wished to reset Mkomfy to 2 hours operating time, 
hold the cut-off button in for 10 seconds, and the sensor will 
acknowledge this with 1 sound signal. The time will also reset 
automatically to 2 hours following use (cold cooker elements).

Battery change
Battery change is normally only necessary after approx. 6 years’ 
use. The sensor will warn about battery change when necessary. 
This will be done by 2 short sound signals every 5 minutes.

Maintenance 
The temperature sensor must be cleaned regularly 
with a cloth dampened with slightly soapy water.

1. Pull the sensor out of its bracket 
without twisting it.  
NB: Do not loosen the set screw! 

2. Flip off the cover from the rear 
edge nearest the bracket and 
insert new AAA batteries. 
Replace the cover 

3. Replace the sensor in its bracket 
in the correct locking position 
and press it fully into place.

Function button

Set screw

Temperature sensor

User information
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Installation information for sensor

The sensor is supplied with a screw fixing and double-sided 
tape. To ensure a permanent fix, it is recommended to use 
the accompanying screws.
If using the double-sided tape, it is very important that the 
wall is carefully cleaned prior to mounting and that the wall 
is completely free from moisture after cleaning.

NB: The sensor must be positioned horizontally and in the 
centre of the cooker width. See sketch:
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The manufacturer has set the sensor for a standard mounting 
height of 50 - 70 cm. When mounting the sensor at heights 
greater than this, the positions DIPSW1 and DIPSW2 must be 
changed in accordance with the table:
 

DIPSW setting Mounting height

Height 1 (Standard) 50-70 cm

Height 2 71-90 cm

Height 3 91-105 cm

Height 4 106-120 cm

Mounting distances 
The straight-line distance from the sensor eye to the centre 
of the hob must not be more than 120 cm. 
• The height from the hob to the sensor must a minimum 

of 50 cm.
• The distance from the sensor bracket/wall to the hob 

edge must be no more than 15 cm.

OFF OFF

ON OFF

OFF ON

ON ON

Installation information
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Fixed sensor (for different mounting heights, see page 4-5)

1.
Identify the correct location by 
making sure the sensor eye is in 
the centre of the cooker’s width 
dimension and mark off where 
the bracket is to go.

2.
Pull the sensor off the bracket.
NB: Do not release the set screw

3.
Screw the bracket using the 
screws supplied to the location 
marked off under Point 1.

4.
Replace the sensor in the bracket.

Installation information for sensor

Installation information
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Adjusting the sensor

Function button

Set screw

Set screw

1.
Remove the set screw.

2.
Hold the function button in for 
20 seconds. The light beam will 
flash for 60 seconds.

3.
Rotate the sensor so the light 
beam hits the centre of the hob.

4.
Tighten the set screw at the end 
of the sensor.

Light beam

Installation information
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R-T 25A
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IN LOAD/CONTACTOR*
*Can also control a contactor. 
This is recommended when 
RC circuit is wired in parallel 
with coil on contactor.

Deletion of connected units on Relay 

Hold the programming button in for 8 s until the Red diode 
begins to light up. Do not release the button until this diode 
starts to flash. All connected units are now deleted.

Installation information

Blue
Yellow

Red
Green

Programming button

Green Lights up continuously while the relay is connected. 
Flashes if there is no communication with the sensor *

Red Flashes when paired units are deleted or
if the command from the sensor is rejected.

Yellow Flashes when the relay is set to pairing mode.

Blue Indicates radio communication. Flashes when 
button on sensor is pressed. *

 
* Green and blue flash simultaneously when relay is in emergency mode. 

Explanation of LEDs
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Test mode

Remove the sensor from the bracket and remove the batteries. 
Set DIPSW6 to “ON”, and insert the batteries. If the sensor has 
radio contact, it will start to beep and the function test will run. 
If the sensor does not have radio contact, see “Pairing” page 11. 
NB After 2 minutes, the function test will deactivate. Remember 
to deactivate the test mode by setting DIPSW6 to “OFF”.

DIPSW overview

Sensor overview

Positioning
Positioning

Pairing/Test

Installation information
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Pairing of Sensor and Relay 
The Mkomfy set with sensor and relay in the same pack are already 
paired. If you have bought a separate sensor, this must be paired with 
the relay. 
This can be done in two different ways. 

Read through the whole instruction for both alternatives before performing pairing!

Alternative 1: 
Pairing of Sensor without physical intervention on relay.

1. Activate Sensor in pairing mode by setting DIPSW6 to active [ON]. 
2. Disconnect the power to Relay for 5 seconds by turning the 

relevant protection circuit off and on.  
- Within 20 seconds of turning the protection circuit on:  
 Hold in the function button on the sensor for 6 seconds.  
The sensor will emit a sound signal every 2 seconds, if pairing 
has succeeded.

3. Disconnect the power to Relay again for 5 seconds by turning 
the relevant protection circuit off and on.  
NB! This must be done within one minute of powering the relay 
under Point 2, or the pairing will not be saved

4. Set DIPSW 6 back to inactive [OFF].  
Pairing is now complete.

Alternative 2: 
Pairing of Sensor by activation of programming button on relay.

1. Activate Sensor in pairing mode by setting DIPSW6 to active [ON].
2. Briefly press the programming button on Relay. Yellow diode 

will now begin to flash. The relay will now be in pairing mode 
for 30 seconds. 

3. Hold in the function button on the sensor for 6 seconds while 
the yellow LED flashes. The sensor will emit a sound signal every 
2 seconds, if pairing has succeeded. 

4. Set DIPSW 6 back to inactive [OFF].

NB: It is not possible to have more than 1 Mkomfy Sensor connected to the Relay 
at the same time. Pairing a new sensor will automatically delete the sensor 
already paired with the Relay. 

Installation information
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Alarm Signal: One (1) alarm every 30 seconds.
Indicates:   5 minutes left of the 2 hours timer function 
  before switching o� the kitchen stove.
Action:  Push button for another 30 minutes in operation.

Alarm Signal: Two (2) alarms every �ve minutes.
Indicates:  Battery change is needed.
Action:  Remove the Sensor from the bracket without twisting it.
  Note! Do not loosen the screw!
  Remove the lid, and replace the batteries (2xAAA).
  Mount the sensor back into the mounting bracket in
  correct lock position.

DIFFERENT ALARM SITUATIONS WHEN USING MKOMFY

Alarm Signal: Three (3) alarms every 5 second lasting for 40 seconds, 
  and LED �ashing.
Indicates:   Over heating.
Action:  Push button and perform an action to lower the 
  temperature within 5 minutes.

NO RESPONSE
Indicates:   No Power.
Action:  Push button.  

  Note! If it doesn’t work, replace the batteries as described 
above.

Note! If none of these steps are helping, try to turn o� the main fuse for the stove in the 
fuse box, and then turn the fuse on again.

You will then get power supplied to the stove for the next 24 hours. Then call your electrician for 
further troubleshooting.

NOTE that the security functions are not activated in this period.

Phone: +47 464 88 100 (Mon. – Fri.: 08:00 – 15:00)

Alarmsignal: Ett (1) lydsignal hvert 30. sekund.
Årsak:  5 minutter funksjonstid gjenstår
  av 2-timers ”Timer-funksjon”.
Tiltak:  Trykk på funksjonsknappen for nye 30 minutter              
                                     funksjonstid.

Alarmsignal: To (2) lydsignal hvert femte minutt.
Årsak:  Batteribytte er nødvendig.
Tiltak:  Trekk sensoren ut av festet uten å vri rundt på den.
  NB: Settskrue skal ikke løsnes!
  Ta av lokket, og sett i 2 nye batterier (2xAAA).
  Sett sensoren tilbake i festet i riktig låseposisjon. 

FORSKJELLIGE ALARMSIGNAL VED BRUK AV MKOMFY

Alarmsignal: Tre (3) lydsignal hvert 5. sekund som vil vedvare i 
  40 sekunder og LED blinker.
Årsak:  Overoppheting.
Tiltak:  Trykk på funksjonsknappen og gjør tiltak ved for eks. å 
  skru ned varmen innen 5 minutter.

INGEN RESPONS 
Årsak:  Ikke strøm på komfyren.
Tiltak:  Trykk på funksjonsknappen.

  OBS! Dersom dette ikke virker, sett inn nye batterier 
  i sensoren som beskrevet ovenfor.

OBS! Hvis ingen av tiltakene ovenfor hjelper, slå ut og inn sikringene 
for komfyrkursen. Du vil nå ha strøm for 24 timer. 

Bruk denne tiden til å tilkalle elektriker for å �nne årsaken til problemet. 
OBS! I denne 24-timersperioden er IKKE sikkerhetsfunksjonene aktive.

LED Function buttonLED Button

Tlf: 464 88 100 (Man. – Fre.: 08:00 – 15:00)

47
.1

3

47
.1

3

Endring av Timer
Hold funksjonsknapp i 10 sek for å få 12 timer drift på platetopp (to lydsignal).
Hold i 10 sek en gang til for å gå tilbake til 2 timer drift (ett lydsignal).

Change timer function
Push button for 10 seconds to get 12 hour operating time (two beeps).
Push button for 10 seconds again to get 2 hour operating time (one beep).

OBS! Påse at du har 
nye batterier 
tilgjengelig

Note! Ensure that new 
batteries are available.

Alarms signals with use of Mkomfy

Alarm signal: One (1) sound signal every 15 seconds.

Cause: In the last 5 minutes of the timer function.

Action: Press the button for an extra 30 minutes of function time.

Alarm signal: One (1) sound signal every second for 5 seconds.

Cause: Anti-tamper function detects that the sensor has been 
removed from the bracket.

Action: Replace the sensor in the bracket and press the button.

Alarm signal: Two (2) sound signals every five minutes.

Cause: Battery change necessary.

Action: Pull the sensor from the bracket. Flip off the cover and insert 
new AAA batteries. See more in User instructions page 3.

Alarm signal: Three (3) sound signals every 5 seconds, lasting for max. 
40 seconds, and the LED flashes.

Cause: Overheating.

Action: Press the button and take action, e.g. by turning down the 
heat, within 5 minutes. 

NO RESPONSE

Cause: No power to the cooker.

Action: Press the button. NB If this does not work, insert new 
batteries in the sensor as described above.

NB If none of these actions work, turn the fuses 
on the cooker circuit off and on. You will now 

have power for 12 hours. Use this time to call an 
electrician to find the source of the problem. 

This is an emergency mode. NOTE that the safety 
function is NOT active in this period. 

The relay beeps once every 30 seconds for the first 
5 minutes after activating the emergency mode.

User information
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Thank you for choosing...

Manufacturer: CTM Lyng AS, www.ctmlyng.no, Tel. +47 72831611

El. No. Name

6251661 Mkomfy 2G R-T 25A Chrome

6251662 Mkomfy 2G R-T 25A Black

6251663 Mkomfy 2G R-T 25A White

Technical data

Mkomfy Komfyrvakt R-T 25A 

Voltage:
230 VAC (+/- 10%)

Max. load: 
25 A

Physical 
dimensions, sensor:

83x32 mm

Timer: 
2 hours/12 hours

Battery type: 
2 pcs. AAA/LR03

Battery life: 
Up to 6 years

RF: 
868,100 MHz

Transmitter power: 
+5 dBm


